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The Architect As Shaman 
Robert Condia 
[I] ReaUy don't mind if you sit this 
one out. 
My words but a whisper-your 
deafness a SHOUT. I make you 
feel but I can't make you think. 1 
Some say artists are the spiritual leaders of 
American society. This notion today is 
different from a similar attitude of Mod-
ernism which posits that the artist (Avant-
garde) will lead because they are ahead of 
their time. Specifically, the avant-garde of 
invention (Modernism) is distinct from 
today's avant-garde of consumption and 
production. Att, and Architecture as Att 
shun artistic integrity for artistic license. 
I am not convinced that American cul-
ture is in a truly postmodern period. 
However, I am convinced that we are in a 
transitional period between Modernism 
exhausting itself and whatever is next. 
Modernitf is propelling humanity to-
wards a future composed of an instanta-
neous history of commodity time where 
the 'self' becomes isolated and devoid of 
spirituality. Democratic consumerist so-
ciety, with its imbedded violence ("it was 
only business"), is flattening humanity 
under a cycle of production and consump-
tion. In fact, Modern Att and the Avant-
garde, once belonging to Act's historic 
domain of sacred humanity, IS now a 
product of consumption. 
What does it mean when Modern Att is 
mutated from an elitist condition to a 
46 situation where the avant-garde is "cur-
rently a two-billion-dollar-a-year art mar-
ket in New York City alone .. ?"3 It means 
that the consumption of Modern Att is 
its failure. Likewise, the consumption of 
Modern Architecture will be its failure. If 
consumption ironically bancrupts art's and 
architecture's artistic integrity, is there any 
optimistic proposal to be heard? 
See there! A son is born--and we 
pronounce him fit to fight. There 
are black-heads on his shoulder, 
and he pees himself in the night. 
We'U make a man of him, 
put him to a trade 
teach him to pkzy Monopoly and 
how to sing in the rain. 
One of my abilities is occasionally sensing 
the obvious. The notion of the artist as 
shaman is prevalent. For example, Joseph 
Campbell has been the most succinct in 
interpreting this notion. In The Power of 
Myth Campbell establishes a clear artisd 
shaman relationship: 
MOYERS: Who interprets the divin-
ity in nature for us tot:Uzy? Who are our 
shamans? Who interprets unseen things 
for us tot:Uzy? 
CAMPBELL: It is the function of the 
artist to do this. The Artist is the one 
who communicates myth for tot:Uzy. But 
he has to be an artist who understands 
mythology and humanity and isn 't 
simply a sociologist with a program 
for you.4 
I understand Campbell to mean the fol-
lowing: ( 1) that it is the artist who, by the 
nature of his work is in touch (for his 
community), with the psychic or cosmic 
energy, and (2) the artist is only shamanic 
insofar as he is intentionally doing so. It is 
this mythic intentionality which separates 
Campbell's concept of an artisdshaman 
from Modernism's more general claim 
that artists sense the way, in advance of 
the rest of society. In Modernism's claim, 
transcendental sensitivity is simply a by-
product of being an artist. 
Marcel Duchamp (the quintessential 
Modern artist) also speaks of intentional-
ity as fundamental to meanirig iri art. He 
claims the creative act goes from inten-
tion (of which at least part is subcon-
scious) to realization. For Duchamp the 
difference between what the artist realizes 
and what the artist intends is the artists 
personal "art coefficient" .5 If it is inspira-
tion which represents the difference between 
intention and realization, then the "art 
coefficient" is a measure of a work's spiri-
tuality. Inspiration is the subconscious or 
transcendental made manifest in a work. 
The concept that the artist is more iri touch 
with the spirit world (psychic or cosmic en-
ergy) is more problematic. It is the shaman 
who commands the transcendental through 
ecstatic experience and it is the artist who 
intends to usurp this role through att. The 
artist is not by his 'attistness' necessarily a 
shaman. I want to make this point very clear, 
an artist is not automatically a shaman. An 
artist may, by the manner and intention 
of his work, aspire to shamanism. 
Does the human condition for a con-
temporary shaman exist? C. G. Jung in Psy-
chology and Religion argues for the exist-
ence of a collective unconscious based on 
a phenomenological study of dreams. 
Crudely put, dreams are a transcendental 
phenomena and their existence proves the 
existence of a spirit world, or the collec-
tive unconscious. Possibly God is a term 
for the collective unconsciousness that 
J ung, Campbell, and Eliade refer to as the 
infinite source of energy and Kahn calls 
"Volume Zero".6 Jung sees this conscious 
+ unconscious duality as the totality of man. 
He states, "When we now speak of man 
we mean the iridefinable whole of him, 
an ineffable totality, which can only be 
formulated symbolically. I have chosen 
the term 'self to designate the totality of 
man, the sum total of conscious and un-
conscious existence.''7 This equation of 
conscious + unconscious = se!fmay similarly be 
expressed as matter + spirit = human. This 
association is critical for my argument. 
We must acknowledge that humans are 
more than material in existence, or sha-
manism means nothing. 
According to Jung, "The world is as it 
ever has been, but our consciousness un-
dergoes peculiar changes. First, in remote 
times . .. the main body of psychical life 
was apparently in human and in nonhuman 
objects: it was projected, as we should say 
now.''8 Human consciousness can scarcely 
exist in a state of total externalization. As 
humans become more self aware (the self 
of modernity) through "the withdraw of 
projection, [then] conscious knowledge 
slowly develops. Science, curiously 
enough, practically began with the dis-
covery of astronomical laws which was a 
first stage in the despiritualization of the 
world ... "9 Modern science has been built 
on a historic, profane time and a math-
ematical predictabiliry, which supplants 
the religious world view. For example, 
through Galileo and the shift from a geo-
centric to a heliocentric world view, science 
clearly achieves privilege over religion. 
Primitive man's unconscious differed from 
ours. However, some of his psyche is em-
bedded in our modern psyche. Certain 
aspects of our own subconscious desires 
have been inherited from a primitive sel£ 
These desires are manifest in our anxiery 
of dealing with a desacralized, modern 
society. Modern man subconsciously, if 
not by animal instinct, desires to be whole. 
One aspect of a modern human condi-
tion then, is its suppression of the spiri-
tual sel£ The problem goes beyond the 
individual's health to include society at 
large. Modernism's suppression of spirit, 
"is still the most vital and yet the most 
ticklish problem of a civilization that has 
forgotten why man's life should be sacrifi-
cial, that is, offered up to an idea greater 
than man. Man can live amazing things if 
they make sense to him. It must be a 
conviction naturally; but you find that 
the most convincing things man can in-
vent are cheap and ready made, and never 
able to convince him against his personal 
desires and fears." 10 "Cheap and ready 
made" characterize a cycle of consump-
tion and production which is unable to 
satisfY the totality of man. 
Modern man's suppression of the essential 
human need to be sacrificial is consistent 
with the consumerist gospel of the Madison 
Avenue advettising types. In fuct, this social 
characteristic discloses itself in the "desire to 
conswne". Calinescu has observed that 'The 
fundamental trait of modem middle-class 
hedonism is perhaps that it stimulates the 
desire to consume to the point that con-
sumption becomes a sott of regulating 
social ideal."11 But, if this the unhealthy 
condition, what can Man do about his 
plight? 
LATER 
See there! A man is born-and we 
pronounce him fit for peace. There's 
a wad lifted from his shoulders 
with the discovery of his disease. 
We'D 
take the child from him 
put it to the test 
teach it 
to be a wise man 
how to fool the rest. 
Modernity wants to separate humanity 
from the wholeness of spirit and material 
in a natural combination. As Jung points 
out from this attack on wholeness comes 
a modern psychosis. However, out of this 
collective social psychoneurosis comes a 
traditional proposal. 
If you imagine someone who is brave 
enough to withdraw these projections, 
aU and sundry, then you get individual 
conscious of a pretty thick shadow. Such 
a man has saddled himself with new 
problems and conflicts. He has become 
a serious problem to himself, as he is 
now unable to say that they tkJ this or 
that, they are wrong and they must be 
fought against. He lives in the 'house 
of selfcollection: Such a man knows 
that whatever is wrong in the world is 
in himself, and if he only learns to 
deal with his own shadow then he has 
done something real for the world. 
He has succeeded in removing an in-
finitesimal part at least of the unsolved 
gigantic, social problems of our day. 12 
Here, Jung alludes to the definition of a 
contemporary shaman. He is the one who 
senses his own psychosis and in curing 
himself becomes shamanic. If creating An 
is his self cure, then he has been shamanic 
in a specific way. We will call such a 
person the attist/shaman. 
Let me define a shaman in the patticular 
context of the attist/shaman or equally, 
the architecdshaman. For the purposes of 
this essay, the architect is equal to attist 
insofar as the architect is an attist. Mircea 
Eliade in Shamanism proposes that "the 
shaman, and he alone, is the great master 
of ecstasy. A first definition of this com-
plex phenomenon, and perhaps the least 
hazardous, will be: shamanism = technique 
of ecstasy."13 Ecstasy here must be under-
stood in all its poetic inferences. As Eliade 
states, "shamanic ecstasy can be regarded 
as a recovery of the human condition 
before the 'fall'." 14 In other words, "The 
shaman is the great specialist in the hu-
man soul; he alone 'sees' it, for he knows 
its 'form' and its destiny."15 A character-
istic of the shaman is his being in touch 
with our deepest of human emotions. In 
fact, so in touch that poetic inspiration, 
meditative concentration, transcendental 
experience, etc. are at his command. The 
shaman has emotional access to the source 
of collective unconsciousness or psychic 
energy. 
What is the shaman's place in society? 
Historically, the shaman is the person 
(male or female), who experiences, ab-
sorbs, and proclaims a special technique 
of sustaining, healing power. For tribal 
peoples the living rhythms of the world 
are manifestations of a mysterious, all 
pervasive power presence. "This power 
presence is evoked by a shaman in a ritual 
prayer and sacrifice to guide tribal hunts, 
perpetuate sacred crafrs, and sustain hu-
man life in its confrontation with the 
destructive forces of the surrounding 
world."16 Shamans through a transcen-
dental expettise practice as spiritual lead-
ers within a community. Sacred crafrs 
means att, including architecture. As sa-
cred crafrs, An and Architecture manifest 
cultural healing power by their inherent 
humanity. Shamans are not the exclusive 
source of spiritual guidance but, "coexist 
with other forms of magic and religion. "17 
Apparently shamans have specific roles 
which vary from group to group. Like-
wise, there are hierarchical rankings of 
individual shamans within their commu-
nity based on their relative influence. The 
shaman's role as spiritual intermediary and 
maker of spiritual attifacts is based in a 
general (collective) experience. Therefore 
shamans, "are the product of the general 
religious experience and not of a patticu-
lar class of a privileged being, the ecstatics. 
[Still] ... we frequently find the shamanic 
(that is, ecstatic) experience attempting to 
express itself through an ideology that is 
not always favorable to it."18 A shaman is 
not always popular or privileged, but is 
required for the emotional health of his 
ttibe. 
Our discussion of shamanism requires a 
glimpse at the archetypal formation of a 
shaman. "The stages of shamanic forma-
tion can be succinctly expressed as the call 
from the spirits, the sickness or withdrawal 
from previous activities, and the emergence 
of the formed shaman. Although the stages 
do not constitute an exhaustive model of 
shamanic formation, they are suggestive 
of the overarching phases of shamanic 
development."19 There are two points to 
make regarding the stages of shamanic 
formation which are: (1) that shamanic 
development mimes Campbell's defini-
tion of the "monomyth", and (2) the psy-
chological make-up and psychoneurosis of 
some artists parallel the shamanic archetype. 
The monomyth is a way of expressing 
mythic commonalities as a singular gen-
eral myth. Campbell defines his monomyth 
in three phases: (1) "separation or depar-
ture': (2) "the trials and victories of initia-
tion ·: and (3) "the return and reintegration 
with society. 'IO The shamanic formation 
and the monomyth are almost the same. 
This duplication indicates the intimacy of 
the shaman as myth maker or hero. For 
an attist or architect to usurp the shaman's 
role, that is to answer the call, they must 
act with mythical intent. The aspiring 
attisdshaman is one who will (heroically) 
live the shamanic formation or be the 
monomyth. "The composite hero of the 
monomyth [that we might also refer to as 
a shaman in formation] is a personage of 
exceptional gifrs. Frequently he is hon-
ored by his society, frequently unrecog-
nized or disdained. He and/or the world 
in which he finds himself suffer from a 
symbolic deficiency."21 It is to this sym-
bolic deficiency the artisd shaman addresses 
his own specialty of att, crafr, and/or 
building. The attist, by being heroic (in a 
monomythic sense) is at work living and 
creating the myth symbols for his com- 47 
munity. In most instances the life of the 
artist/shaman is as symbolic as his work. 
Jack Burnham, in "The Artist As Sha-
man" sees a similarity between the psy-
chological (and neurotic) distance from 
normal for both the archetypal shaman 
and the contemporary artist. 
In our time, art begins with the psy-
chological make-up of certain indi-
viduals who to some degree usually 
suffer from psychoneurosis. While 
modern society contains more than its 
share of neurotic individuals, only a 
few produce art ... [Also at] one time 
psychoanalytic circles debated whether 
art expressed neurosis in sublimated 
form or was the catharsis of neurosis, 
that is, the means of working out neu-
rotic syndromes. 22 
The psychoneurotic may be compared to 
shamanic formation in the fOllowing ways: 
(1) the call/departure is equal to the personal 
choice to be an artist, (2) the sickness or 
withdrawal/the trials and victories ofinitia-
tion are equal to the psychoneurosis (the 
distance from the normal) and the use of 
art to cure one's self, (3) the emergence of 
shaman or the return is equal to the hero-
ism of making one's art public and living 
a genuine life. 
The religious nature of the shaman might 
be broken into four distinguishing cat-
egories: the prophet; the sage; the yogi; 
the priest. Of these four our artist/sha-
man belongs to the first two. The artist/ 
shaman may be seen as artist/prophet and 
artist/sage. "The term prophet is derived 
from the Greek word prophetes for the 
person who narrated the cult legends at 
festivals ... "23 This prophetic position is 
given to the artist because it is he who 
speaks a cult language of forms. As 
prophets the artists become the contem-
porary legends made outside of historic 
structured religion. By way of his tran-
scendental expertise the artist/prophet, "is 
the one who speaks the divine revelation 
directly to the community."24 In this in-
stance we read "divine" as the psychic 
48 energy. Therefore, the artist is a prophet 
in direct proportion to his work's ability 
to participate in the (all pervasive) psychic 
energy. The prophet/artist in tapping into 
this energy source may be either struc-
tured or spontaneous. Although, the 
spontaneous methods belong to the 
undescribable mysteries, the structured is 
artistically evident. 
Characteristically the "structured proph-
ets gathered in communities and used 
various ecstatic techniques, such as mu-
sic, dance, and fasting, to encounter the 
divine word."25 The prophet uses art as a 
means to evoke the divine. It is not a 
coincidence that the artistic nature of the 
ecstatic techniques are the prophetic ex-
perience. We might also add sculpting 
(modeling), painting, drawing, sleep dep-
ravation, and other artist or architectural 
studio practices to this list of art tech-
niques for inducing ecstatic experience. If 
shamanism is defined as "technique of 
ecstasy" and art is ecstatic technique, it 
follows that the architect as artist IS 
shamanic. 
A second shamanic characterization is that 
of the shaman/sage. This distinction is 
useful in two ways. First because it shows 
the "sage is a person with a rich humanist 
and intratemporal orientation, as well as a 
sense of the all-pervasive numinous pres-
ence."26 Which is restating the funda-
mental characteristic of shaman, but in a 
less mystical way. Secondly, the sage 
teaches by living a life of profound integ-
rity. The sage can be understood as a 
"gentleman-scholar"27. This notion of sage 
is useful for its allusion to profession. In a 
sense, part of the sage's art is that of living 
an exemplary life. In part, An is equal to 
the integrity of his life. In other words: 
The sage personality folfills the po-
tential for cosmic relatedness within 
the human order by cultivating sin-
cerity (ch'eng). In the Confocian tra-
dition sincerity underlies the most 
authentic life possible, namely that of 
the sage personality. Sincerity completes 
the sages own ethical responsibilities 
and enables him or her to aid all re-
ality in the realization of its own in-
tegrity ... The Doctrine ofthe Mean 
forther explicates the sage as a reli-
gious personality by identifYing his 
creative integrity as equal with 
Heaven and Earth. In this manner 
the sage demonstrates that the au-
thentic actions of the human being 
can assist in the transformation of 
the entire cosmic order. 28 
An artist or architect may be a sage/sha-
man in direct proportion to the ethical 
sincerity of their life. This will reveal itself 
in the intentionality of their work, that is, 
to the extent that the artists' work is au-
thentic to himself. 
... The innocent 
young master-thoughts moving ever 
faster-has formed the plan to 
change the man he seems. And the 
poet sheaths his pen while the 
soldier lifts his sword. 
Perhaps the most significantly shamanic ac-
tivities fur architects are their participation in 
sacred crafts. For it is in this notion of crafi: 
that our gentleman/scholar, sometimes 
prophet, artist/shaman overlaps what is con-
sidered architectural practice. Crafi: in archi-
tecture should be understood in its many 
facets of design and building, particularly in 
regards to ones making of things. Shamans 
(and others) are: 
The spirit intermediaries . .. competent to 
receive and transmit efficacious power. 
The sacred crafts embody these spirit 
forces, which are intimately associated 
with the earth. Shinto crafts gradually 
developed into priestly traditions . .. This 
process is suggested in Langdon Warners 
statement: 'Knowledge of natural pro-
cesses is the very basis of all arts which 
transform raw materials into artifacts. 
Possession of the mysteries of a craft 
means nothing less than a power over 
nature gods and it creates a priest out of 
the man who controls it. ' The personal 
experience of spirit presence, however, is 
not usuaUy associated with the priest but 
with the shaman. 29 
Architecture can, as sacred crafr, predict 
the transformation of materials into an 
act of sacred building. 
What architects do in the back rooms of 
their drafi:ing studios is generally mysterious 
(to non-architects among others). The term 
professional implies a specific realm of ex-
pertise. For architects the implication being a 
specific knowledge and crafi: of building de-
sign. The crafi: of architecture is entrusted to 
those society names its architects. Specific 
crafts like drawing, modeling and specialized 
modes of seeing are exclusive to this cult's 
crafr. Even if you are suspect of the architect/ 
shaman proposal there is one coincidence 
which is indisputable. Architects, artists and 
shamans are all able to visualize and represent 
the world befOre its material realization. An 
architectural project predicts a future reality. 
I am not saying all architects are shamans. 
Be reminded that one is shamanic only 
insofar as they recognize a call and intend 
to act mythically. One must recognise 
one's place in histoty. I have indicated 
that there is specific coincidences between 
the definition of shaman and architect. 
The shaman is the one who makes the 
myths and lives mythically. This is a value 
latent and whole life style. Architecture, 
as it is predominately practiced, is exper-
tise or knowledge based and economically 
valued as in the "Business of architecture." 
On the contrary, if an architect answers 
the call (a personal choice) and is inten-
tionally creating mythical artifacts with 
his cult crafr-Architecture--then he is, 
to some degree, shamanic. 
SO! 
Come on ye childhood heroes! Won't 
you rise up from the pages of your 
comic-books!' 
your super-crooks!' 
and show us aO the way. WeU! Make your 
wiO and testament. Won 't you!' join 
your local government. We'O have 
superman for president 
let Robin save the day. 
Ted Spivey has praised Jung, Campbell 
and Eliade for placing "myth, literature 
and religion on a footing with certain 
aspects of modem science. J ung, Campbell 
and Eliade all posit energy as the basic 
element of the universe instead of mecha-
nism. If matter is essentially energy for 
Einstein, then the human being is essen-
tially a unity of what Campbell, follow-
ing Jung would call psychic energy."30 
This energy=matter relationship dearly 
finds its way into Architecture via Louis 
Kahn's theory of" silence and light". Louis 
Kahn is an example of a Modern architect 
who's theory of practice borders on 
shamanic intent. 
It will not surprise many that a discussion 
of the architect as shaman leads to Louis 
Kahn. However, what may surprise you is 
the depth to which Kahn's theory of"si-
lence and light" is shamanic. Joe Button 
in Notes .from Volume Zero: Louis Kahn 
and the Language of God leaves little room 
for doubt. 
The architecture ofLouis l Kahn speaks 
of timeless human needs, psychic as well 
as physical through a consciously de-
scribed universal kmguage. Kahn tersely 
summarized this particular collective 
aspect of his architecture in the follow-
ing aphorisms: 
~rt is the language of God: 
'The only language of man is art: 
In order to achieve these expressive 
ends, Kahn embodied within his work 
images which refer to prototypical 
forms of communication, both mortal 
and divine. By lifting his architecture 
into the realm of the absolute, Kahn 
evidently hoped to make a meaning-
fUl architecture expressive of the re-
quirements of the human soul (psyche), 
as well as of human physical necessi-
ties.31 
This passage demonstrates Kahn's awareness 
of what we have called the psychic energy, 
within which it was his intention to partici-
pate. It is art which plays the intermediary 
role. The artist (in this case an architect) is the 
translator of the divine into the mottal. 
Burton's essay indicates that Kahn was aware 
of the mythical structures of symbols, lan-
guage and creativity. "Kahn's aesthetic inter-
est in language of universal creative power 
apparently stems in part from a contact early 
in life, through his mother, with German 
Romantic thought. The Romantics viewed 
the poet or the creative artist as the priestlike 
mouthpiece of deity, a doctrine fOrmulated 
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries from a synthesis of several mystical tradi-
tions ... "32 Kahn grew up in this Romantic 
ideal, one we have defined as sage. 
If Kahn was aware (from early childhood) 
of the concept of sage, and choose to 
speak as a poet, then I argue for his being 
(to some degree) shamanic. He placed 
himself as an intermediary between "Vol-
ume Zero" and the transformation of that 
spirit or energy into the material world. In 
this position Kahn became shamanic. Al-
though the words shaman or shamanism 
are not broached, Button's essay explic-
itly, and convincingly, discussed this 
mythical foundation. It is not my inten-
tion to affirm Kahn as a shaman. He is 
presented here simply as an example of an 
architect who understood something of 
mythology. More significantly, Kahn's 
Architectural theory was dearly intended 
to tap the psychic energy source (Volume 
Zero) and make it architectural form. 
My diagram (above) begins with Kahn's 
paradoxical couplet of"silence and light". 
The essential nature of this opposition 
follows the shamanic or mythic archetype, 
that is archetypal in the sense of paradoxical 
opposites: good and evil, light and dark, 
earth and spirit, etc. Listed below silence 
are concepts which can be categorized as 
exclusive to the domain of silence. I have 
done similarly under light. Under light is 
the equation material=spent light. In this 
relationship energy and matter are similar 
to Quantum Physics and aligns Kahn with 
Jung, Eliade, and Campbell in positing en-
ergy as the basic dement of the universe. 
Between silence and light is the human being, 
who is the only creature capable of compre-
hending both of realms at once. The central 
axis represents both the psyche descending 
siknce light 
the unmeasurable the measurable 
the desire to be the giver of presence 






the inspirations the threshold 
the treasury of shadow 
I 
ART 
the human being 
towards the human being and the threshold. 
The threshold is equal to inspiration. The 
threshold is where the concepts of silence and 
light converge. This meeting is called 'The 
Treasury of Shadow''. The "Treasury of 
Shadow'' is also "the sanctuary of art"33• The 
central axis is ART, the making of ART. 
The psyche and psychic energy, descend 
to humanity. through the work of a hu-
man, the artist, and thereby manifests its 
forms as Art. Although diagrammatic, 
Kahn's theory is a poetic, mythic attempt 
to tender "Volume Zero" as the source of 
Art, and Architecture. 
Kahn's theory is shamanic in several ways. 
First, it is shamanic by accepting as real a 
universal psychic energy; second, by in-
tentionally categorizing reality into poetic 
concepts such that their intersection is of 
mythic significance; third, by establishing 
human contact with the transcendental 
all pervasive energy source, which in a 
modern age articulates the primitive spirit 
+ matter world understanding; and last, 
Kahn places the architect (insofar as he is 
an artist) as the spiritual go-between-
that is to say, shaman. 
The legends (worded in the ancient 
tribal hymn) lie cradled in the 
seagull's call And aD the promises 
they made are ground beneath the 
sadist's fall The poet and the wise 
man stand behind the gun, and signal 
for the crack of dawn. Light the sun. 
Trying to make meaningful art in a 
society that doesn't believe in anything 
requires breaking down the rigidity 
of specialization, the segregation of 
fonctions and activities, both within 
the personality and within the com-
munity as a whole. It means reintro-
,ducing the artist in his role as shaman 
- a mystical priestly, and political 
figure in prehistoric cultures, who, af 
ter coming close to death through ac-
cident or severe illness, becomes a vi-
sionary and a healer. The shamans 
fonction is to balance and center soci-
ety, integrating many planes of life-
experience, and defining the cultures 
relationship to the cosmos. When these 
various domains (the human and the 
divine) fall out of balance, it is the 
shamans responsibility to restore the 
lost harmony and reestablish equilib-
rium. Only an individual who suc-
cessfully masters his actions in both 
realms is a master shaman. The art- 49 
50 
ist as shaman becomes a conductor of 
forces which go far beyond those of his 
own person, and is able to bring art 
back in touch with its sacred sources; 
through his own personal self-tram-
formation, he develops not only new 
forms of art, but new forms of living. 
By offering himself as a prototype for 
a new creative mode-that of a self 
without estrangement, able to tramcend 
the world without negating it .. . 34 
This passage by Suzi Gablik provoked 
my writing this piece. I have questioned 
how an architect might participate in her 
challenge. Gablik discloses a summons 
for the artist to be a modern shaman, to 
heal our spiritually bankrupt culture. At a 
certain level an architect can participate 
in her challenge, insofar as he practices 
artistically.35 I recognize that what an ar-
tistic architectural practice might mean 
has not been defined. The reason fOr this is 
simply that the issue at hand is one of 
shamanic practice which places the defini-
cion of art under its own jurisdiction. One 
may artistically practice architecture 
without being shamanic, however the oppo-
site is not true. In other words, an architects 
ability to practice artistically is directly pro-
portional to his willingness to live a sacrificial 
J.ife style and be artistically true to his own self 
This heroic selflessness is a prior condition to 
a community's acceptance of his (or anyone 
else's) art as shamanic. In fuct: the architects 
community sensibility, client funding, and 
the innate publicness of his work makes him 
more accessibly/shamanic than a studio artist 
or writer. An architect may .!k a shaman imo-
for as it is his Architectures intention to do so. 
The shamanic formation of the architect! 
shaman follows the archetypal triparti de-
velopment. The shamanic call for an ar-
chitect is a personal choice. The architect 
answers an inner voice with a mythical 
yes. The second formative phase is 
achieved by making oneself sick from our 
current cultural malady. "[I]n a sense the 
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who by facing and plunging into bank-
rupt societies in a decadent historical pe-
riod makes himself sick and then finds a 
way to become well enough to function 
as an"36 architect. One confronts, then 
plunges into the utter morass of heterotopic 
America. The shamanic role of the Archi-
tect is to cure this self induced illness with 
ones own works of Architecture. The 
Architect's works are sacred objects sym-
bolizing his self-recovery. The Architect's 
life is mythological by the integrity of his 
self-healing. 
The architect!shaman,the architect/hero, 
the architect/sage or prophet are all so-
cially presumptuous title5. The presump-
tive nature of these labels harken back to 
Modern Architecture's heroic days of in-
vention. It is exactly the heroism of their 
proposals which draws the sharpest cri-
tique &om a populous point of view. Main 
stream architectural practice (having ap-
propriated the techniques ofModernism) 
shuns its elitist stature. Architects today 
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